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H
istorical archaeology —
the melding of archaeo-
logical techniques, his-
torical methods and
documentary sources —

is developing rapidly. In one
sense, as archaeology carves out
an ever wider remit for itself, so
new kinds of archaeological
investigation come into being,
borrowing from other disci-
plines, redrawing the boundaries
of intellectual inquiry and rede-
fining what we believe we can
recapture of the past. 

Given our fascination with the
recent past and our increasingly
interdisciplinary attempts to
investigate it, historical archaeol-
ogy is in need of a user-friendly
overview for the burgeoning
number of students and public
who find themselves encounter-
ing the “archaeology of recent
ancestors”. In The Cambridge
Companion to Historical
Archaeology, Dan Hicks and
Mary Beaudry have produced
exactly what is needed. 

In showcasing historical
archaeology’s excitement and
complexity, the editors have
drawn together chapters dealing
with its relationships with urban

archaeology, maritime archaeol-
ogy, industrialisation, landscape,
heritage and the built environ-
ment. Each of the 17 scholarly
but accessible essays presents
innumerable challenging issues,
such as Laurie Wilkie’s explo-
ration of the differ-
ences between docu-
mentary and histori-
cal archaeology. The
key point, Wilkie
argues, is that histori-
ans regard documents
as the primary win-
dow for gazing on the
past, whereas docu-
mentary archaeolo-
gists see texts, oral
history and material
culture as additional
windows that enrich
interpretation by offer-
ing complementary or
conflicting insights. 

While some quibble with this,
it is surely true that as docu-
ments themselves are items of
material culture (regardless of
what they say), their different
types (for example, manuscripts
or published accounts), the lan-
guage they use and the time and
place of their production (and

identity of their producers) all
offer new ways of “excavating”
and interpreting the evidence
they embody. Here, quite clearly,
we see the influence of “material
culture studies” in honing the
sophistication with which histor-

ical archaeology re-
flexively investigates
its own raw materials
as well as the diver-
sity of pasts that they
suggest. 

This influence is
made explicit by Mat-
thew Cochran and
Beaudry in a chapter
that acknowledges
that historical archae-
ologists have only just
begun to realise the
potential of archaeo-
logical and anthropo-
logical material cul-
ture studies to cast

interpretative light on the rela-
tionships between people and
objects. In the materialities of,
say, personal dress and object-
belongings in colonial Annapolis
in the eastern US, it is often less
what people say or write about
themselves than what they actu-
ally do that matters — though

both “the word” and “the action”
are equally revealing. In prac-
tices such as sewing, bodily
adornments and household fur-
nishings, individuals represent
themselves to others and create
and live within an embodied
world of experience. And this
personal universe intercalates it-
self into the wider social and cul-
tural environment of the town or
city, which, in turn, creates a
distinctive identity within the
wider and reconfigured land-
scape beyond. 

Historical archaeology is also
particularly well placed to inves-
tigate the reliability of interpreta-
tion and to question an “official”
or “authorised” view of the past.
This is especially true as regards
which materialities are or should
be considered as heritage. Her-
itage itself, of course, is some-
times regarded as an insidious
and dangerous concept, raising
the spectres of who decides what
is heritage, financial viability (at
a given time) and target audi-
ences whose attitudes and con-
stituency are constantly chang-
ing. In John Schofield and Bill
Johnson’s wide-ranging essay,
we see how multilateral views of

Britain’s military heritage —
from the Second World War to
the Cold War — are assessed
and catered for in relation to
conflicts (one actual, the other
not) that shaped the landscape,
and whose material remains
move effortlessly across the
boundaries of personal memory,
technology and national and
international politics. It is ironi-
cally appropriate that Cold War
military sites now embody an
integral part of national identity
for a population whose survival
was threatened by the presence
of the very same sites (and the
weapons they contained). 

The nature of the built envi-
ronment, from cities to house-
holds, is a recurrent theme in
this book. Hicks and Audrey
Horning, in particular, take
issue with the assertion that
buildings belong to historical
geography, and architectural
and art history, arguing instead
that what is needed is a more
holistic and integrated approach.
This view fits well in an anthro-
pological framework of material
culture, where the changing de-
signs and uses of space (broadly
conceived) have important impli-

cations for heritage issues and
cultural resource management.
A point well made here is that of
“entropic heritage” places, such
as the World Trade Center
(ruins, clearance and currently
“empty” space), where “ruina-
tion” itself is valued as a combi-
nation of natural and cultural
processes that form part of the
well-documented historical land-
scape, replete with memories
and emotions. This idea could
apply equally (and perhaps in an
intensely tragic way) to the
battlezone remains of those two
exhaustively documented 20th-
century events — the First and
the Second World War.

Moving from small objects to
vast landscapes, from experience
through memory to materiality
and back again, historical
archaeology is uniquely placed
to investigate the “archaeology of
us” and to question the notion of
“us” through material culture.
Perfectly pitched and well timed,
this book shows us how as well
as where to look for ourselves. 

Nicholas J. Saunders is what ? in the
anthropology department, University
College London.

Pitch intervals in Western
music may be represented as
frequency ratios (2:1 for the

octave, 3:2 for the fifth) or mea-
sured in cents (1/100 of a semi-
tone). A major third (C to E) can
be tuned either 5:4 (“just” or pure
intonation; 386 cents) or 81:64
(Pythagorean intonation; four
fifths minus two octaves; 408
cents). Since Bach, keyboards
have been tuned to equal tem-
perament, in which all semitones
are 12v2:1 or 100 cents.

Ross Duffin explains the
theory and gives an
informative and read-
able historical account
of its history. He
focuses on the main
players — composers,
performers and theo-
rists from the 18th to
20th centuries. The
result is a useful re-
source for academics
and a good read for
music lovers. 

But there is a big
problem. The book ig-
nores almost entirely empirical
research on the perception of
tuning and temperament. Yet the
psychological approach is no
more or less important than the
historical. Our experience of
music is quite different from its
notation or acoustical representa-
tion. Like colours, musical inter-
vals are perceived categorically.
A colour like “red” corresponds
to a specific range or pattern of
wavelengths, and in everyday life
we do not normally distinguish

shades of red. Similarly, musical
intervals are perceived as cate-
gories; we are surprisingly insen-
sitive to tuning deviations. While
musicians may label interval cat-
egories (for example, “minor sec-
ond”), non-musicians perceive
intervals categorically without
these labels. Major thirds in typi-
cal performances may be smaller
than just or larger than Pythag-
orean without musicians in the
audience noticing any mistuning.

These claims are supported by
experiments in which expert ears

identify intervals and
by acoustical measure-
ments of perfor-
mances. Most such
studies have found a
preference for equal
temperament or quasi-
Pythagorean tuning. A
preference for quasi-
just has only been ob-
served in music com-
prising sustained har-
monic sonorities
without vibrato, for
only then can beating

be perceived between almost-
coincident partials.

Intonation in real music de-
pends on several other factors
that Duffin largely ignores. Sen-
sitivity to beating in vocal music
is limited by vocal jitter. More-
over, when several people sing
each part, small differences in
tuning render beating between
parts imperceptible. Listeners
and performers prefer octaves
slightly wider than 2:1, even
when the upper partials of each

tone are exactly harmonic. Solo-
ists often perform sharp relative
to their accompaniment.

On the basis of historical trea-
tises, Duffin proposes that into-
nation in the Middle Ages tended
towards Pythagorean (based on
ratio theory), in the Renaissance
and Baroque towards just (ditto),
and since the 18th century
towards equal temperament (the
influence of keyboards) or back
towards Pythagorean (sharp
leading tones). The last is consis-
tent with psychoacoustical stud-
ies of current practice, but the
assumptions about early music
are problematic. First, we have
no recordings of music before re-
cording began. Second, historical
theorists could not measure into-
nation in performance, and even
the best ears may be fallible.
Third, we know little about the
accuracy with which early key-
board instruments were tuned.
Duffin may be right, or he may
be wrong.

Duffin is right that intonation
is important and that performers
do and should systematically
deviate from equal temperament.
But that does not mean that the
piano is “out of tune”. It is truer
to say that every tuning or into-
nation is a compromise. 

The book’s title suggests that
equal temperament “ruined har-
mony”. But it also allowed infi-
nite flexibility of modulation.
One could equally argue that it
gave harmony wings. 
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